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What we offer
Take advantage of the benefits that
Hedgehog Publishing deliver:
Fixed page and image rates, providing you with a known
project cost before you start.
A 24-hour resource, giving you the advantage that your project
continues being developed when your working day has finished.
Consistent and stable high-speed up and downloads to a UK
based FTP server.

Freelance, outsource, offshore...
call it what you will; you use a third party
to suit your workload demands.
That is exactly what we offer, a flexible resource delivering a
quality finished product at a known cost.
No vague promises on delivery or cost estimates. All prices and
lead times are agreed before the start of any project.

A high-level of liaison and communication allows us to provide
you with real-time information on your project.

We're confident in our ability to meet the high standards you
expect and will happily produce test files for you, to
demonstrate the standards we set ourselves.

Strength and depth with a team of more than 200 designers,
typesetters and graphic artists.

Please contact us to obtain the FTP details of where files can be
uploaded to.

A flexible resource to suit your workload peaks and troughs.
UK based management team, working in your time zone and
understanding the UK market demands.
All files come through Hedgehog Publishing which provides an
effective secondary quality control mechanism to ensure
accurately produced material.
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“The quality of work from Hedgehog is
exceptional and gives us extra capacity
whenever we need it”.
- Express Gifts Ltd.
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Full production workflow...

Page production
Whether we're building a page from scratch, using a template or style sheet, or an example of a
previous page, you can be sure that we'll follow your brief and deliver a quality product.
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Imaging
We're never quite sure what the next image project is going to be, but our team of skilled designers
are well used to the intricacies of clipping, cloning and re-touching images of varying complexities.

Our deadlines were very tight but Hedgehog
delivered an extremely professional service with
no complication
- Flip Media
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Spot the talent you need...
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About us
Hedgehog Publishing Ltd, set up in
2007, delivers offshore pre-press
services to all publishers of printed
and electronic media.

Together with our offshore partners we have
established a workflow practice that can deliver
a viable commercial alternative to UK
typesetting, page make up, clipping paths and
illustrations.

We have a dedicated team in place to
provide a tailor made solution that
caters for seasonal peaks or more
regular pre-press demands.

The formation of Hedgehog Publishing and its
service provision was a natural evolution for
sister company, Publishing Paper Solutions,
which provides management services for the
purchase and consumption of commercial
printing papers, and enables across both
businesses, the delivery of a full production
workflow from design conception to delivery of
a printed product.

Hedgehog Publishing delivers the cost benefits
and flexibility that an offshore facility is
expected to provide, including fixed fee
projects, but critically with the client contact
and FTP hosting based in the UK.

Communication is key to ensuring the efficient
and accurate delivery of spreads, images and
illustrations, and we've found through regular
dialogue with our clients that the convenience of
speaking to a UK production contact greatly
improves efficient and accurate delivery of files.
Not to mention that we're a secondary quality
control to ensure that files both uploaded and
downloaded satisfy the client and the production
team's needs.

Hedgehog has forged strong relationships with
its Indian vendor partners, who with a team of
more than 200 staff, working around the clock in
a 3-shift pattern have the resources and
experience to consistently deliver quality
spreads and graphics, and to react to short
turnaround demands.

Whether you’re running in-house pre-press or
using third party suppliers; deadlines and costs
are ever present issues that need micro
management. With quality and turnaround
being fundamental to any successful
production workflow, our team has been built
to offer an alternative to UK based production.

With Indian vendors working 5 hours ahead of
the UK, we have the tremendous advantage of
uploading files close of play UK time, and being
able to return files to the client during the
following morning, having effectively gained an
additional working shift.
We wholeheartedly believe in the expression
‘proof of the pudding….’ and would encourage
you to upload some test files to our FTP so that
we can illustrate our quality and service levels.

“Competitive, highly professional and objective,
with an acute awareness for detail. They are a
pleasure to do business with”.
- Guild of Registered Tourist Guides
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Contact us for further information:
Hedgehog Publishing Limited
79a Thoroughfare
Woodbridge
Suffolk
IP12 1AH
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1394 388950
Email: enquiries@hedgehogpublishing.com
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